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** COVID Disclaimer**
The following document is aimed at what HMP Channings Wood aims to offer for
both Families/Significant others and the people in our care. Due to the COVID 19
Pandemic some services may be affected. We are constantly reviewing what
services we can offer when it is safe for staff, prisoners and their loved ones.
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Graham Duncan

Introduction
“I do want to hammer home a very simple
principle of reform that needs to be a golden
thread running through the prison system and the
agencies that surround it.
That principle is that relationships are
fundamentally important if people are to change.
“
LORD FARMER REVIEW 2017

At HMP Channings Wood we all have a responsibility to help maintain all positive
relationships.
Supporting a person in our care to develop meaningful and constructive relationships
with their family or significant others is vitally important, especially considering the
distance some families may have to travel to visit their loved ones.
For the purpose of this document, Family is defined as either a relative or significant
people that a person in our care identifies as providing a constructive and supportive
relationship.
At HMP Channings Wood we want to make visits less daunting, more child friendly
and stimulating for all that attend whilst adhering to all security procedures.
HMP Channings Wood is committed to developing new ideas and supporting those
who do not have visits to help build or repair relationships or to gain support during
and after release.
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History
HMP Channings Wood is a male Category C prison in the village of
Denbury, Newton Abbot in the county of Devon. It is operated by Her
Majesty’s Prison Service. It opened in 1974 after originally being
owned by the Ministry Of Defence as a training site.

Getting to Channings Wood
By Car- Enter postcode TQ12 6DW into a sat nav to find the establishment. There is a visitor’s car
park on the first bend at the end of the long drive at the visitor centre.
By Train- The nearest train station is Newton Abbot. The establishment is 4 miles from the train
station so you will need to get a taxi. There is a large taxi rank at the train station and will cost
approx. £10 to get here.
By Bus- There is a bus stop at the front of the drive to the establishment that leaves from
Sherbourne road in Newton Abbot (main bus station) this is a county bus service and information
for the service can be found hereHTTP://COUNTRYBUSDEVON.CO.UK/176-NEWTON-ABBOT-DENBURY-VIA-OGWELL/
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Contact Us
Address:
HMP Channings Wood, Denbury, Newton Abbot, Devon, TQ12
6DW

General Phone Number:
01803 814600

Visits Booking Line:
01803 812060

Email:
To sign up to our Friends and Family newsletter and to receive
regular updates from Channings Wood email us at
Family_Strategy@justice.gov.uk

Did you know we have a Twitter account??
Feel free to follow us on @HMPChanWood
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If you have a concern that there is an imminent risk of danger to a person in our care and
you wish to speak to a member of staff to raise this concern, then you can call the
switchboard:

01803 814600
The member of staff answering the phone will not be able to discuss the person in our care
with you but they will immediately pass your concern onto a senior member of staff to
action. We aim to address any issues raised on the call immediately and will let you know
what the outcome is.

If you are concerned about the safety or wellbeing of any person in our care at Channings
Wood but there is no immediate threat or danger then you can leave an answerphone
message for the Safer Custody Team on:

01803 814679
This voicemail service is checked numerous times a day.
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Your Visit
To visit someone in HMP Channings Wood:
o You must be on the person’s visitor list
o Photographic ID is required
o The lead visitor must 18 or over
Please contact HMP Channings Wood Choices team if you have any questions about visit
(Contact details are in Choices section of this document, Page 9)

Help with the cost of your visit
If you receive certain benefits you might be able to get help with the cost of your visit (Up to 2
claims a month). A form is available for you to fill in when you arrive at the visitors’ center. When
you enter the visit hall, ask the staff to stamp the form for you. For more information visit
www.gov.uk/helpwithprisonvisits

How to book a visit
HMP Channings Wood is running a limited visits schedule due to the current pandemic and
strict guidelines must be followed at all times.
You can book your visit by telephone, there is currently no online booking system.
Booking line: 01803 812060
Monday to Friday 10am – 2.30pm

Visiting Times
Wednesday, Friday, Saturday and Sunday from 2.00pm
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Choices Family Services
It has long been acknowledged that prisoners who have maintained
family ties are far less likely to re-offend. Children and families can
play a significant role in supporting prisoners to make and sustain
changes, which can improve many outcomes and reduce reoffending.
For many families, relationships are put to the test when a family member goes to prison.
Prisoners and their family members/significant others may struggle in many areas such as; how
and what to tell the children when their loved one goes to prison - how to tackle financial concerns
- how to keep in contact - how to book a visit – how to cope effectively without their loved one at
home – how to raise a concern about one another etc. Some families may struggle to discuss
their situation with people they know for fear of recrimination. The CHOICES team are on hand to
help with all these issues and more.
Prisoner Inductions
CHOICES staff talk to all new prisoners within their first few days of being in HMP Channings
Wood offering support for them and their families/significant other, helping them work through any
immediate concerns. Information packs are sent to families upon prisoner’s request.
Family Conference Meetings
CHOICES recognise the significant role that families/significant other play in the wellbeing of
prisoners. Where deemed suitable, CHOICES staff offer prisoners and their family
member/significant others the opportunity to attend Family Conference Meetings. These meetings
facilitates prisoners and their family members/significant others to identify and discuss possible
areas of need, in order to put into place relevant support networks to help reduce the likelihood of
re-offending upon release.
Prisoner & Family Support
The Choices team are available to advise, support, provide up-to-date information and act as
advocates for prisoners and their families/significant others throughout their time in HMP
Channings Wood. Prisoners can request help by asking a staff member to contact the CHOICES
on their behalf or by completing and submitting a General Application Form which are located on
the wings.
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Play in prison
CHOICES offer supervised play in the play area in the visits hall during visiting times. CHOICES
also encourage all children to spend time with their loved one whilst visiting, providing toys, games
and drawing materials for children to use in the play area or at their table with their loved one.
Referrals
Referring prisoners and families onto other professional bodies such as job centres, benefits,
housing, drug and alcohol agencies helps enhance the likelihood of successful outcomes.
CHOICES aim to ensure that accurate information about relevant support networks are available
to all.
In-Cell Activity Packs
During the various lockdowns, CHOICES provide in-cell family themed activities for prisoners to
complete and send out to their children and families. Activities such as card writing, puzzles,
crosswords and more. These activity packs are aimed to help prisoners express their thoughts and
wishes to their children and families.

For much more information on CHOICES visit https://choiceshelpsfamilies.org.uk/
Or Call 01803 814600 Ext: 4893
If there is no answer feel free to leave a non-urgent voicemail. This voicemail service is not
checked daily.
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Choices Family Services
When you arrive at the visitor centre, the staff will guide you
through the booking in procedure and will best answer any
questions you may have.

Family visits take throughout the year. We offer Child Centred Visits (CCVs) and Celebrating
Success Days (CSD). CCVs are held eight times per year and CSDs are held at least 6 times a
year. The dates for these visits are displayed in the visits centre, visits hall and on the wings. All
applications to attend these visits must be made by the prisoner. All applications for these visits
are subject to security and OMU approval.

Child Centred Visits – Dependent on COVID restrictions
These are designed to help enhance positive interaction between fathers and their child/children.
The entire visit is designed with the child/children in mind. Fun-filled activities are available for
children of all ages. The Choices team are there to support fathers with their families during these
visits.
CCV’s are run between the hours of 14:00 – 16:00. Visitors are advised to arrive at the visits
centre between 12:00 – 13:00 hours.

Celebrating Success Days – Dependent on COVID restrictions
These are designed to celebrate any success that a person in our care achieves whilst with us at
Channings Wood. This is an opportunity for them to have their friends, families and significant
other attend the visits hall to watch them be awarded their success by a Governor. It is also an
opportunity to ask any questions to the department hosting the event.
Celebrating Success Days are run between the hours of 10:00 - 12:00 and 14:00 – 16:00.
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Staying In Touch

o Secure Video Calling: Prisoners are currently entitled to 2 free video calls a month.

These can be requested via the ‘Purple Visits’ App (which is free to download). Visitors
have to download the App and follow the instructions in order to register.
 A new video calling service is being rolled out across the country. We will update
you when we know what action needs to be taken and when it is likely to happen.

o Phone calls: Good news Prisoners now have in cell telephones which enable you to

maintain better contact with your loved one. Please be advised that an automated
message will play when you pick up the phone at your end to advise you that you are
receiving a call from a prison.

o Letters: Prisoners are entitled to 1 second class letter per week at the expense of the
prison. Additional letters may be sent out at the prisoners’ expense.

o Email: Family and significant others can email prisoners at the cost of only a 2nd class

stamp at www.emailaprisoner.com Once the email is received a member of staff will print
it off and will hand it to the prisoner. You can also pay the cost for the prisoner to send a
letter back via email.

o Prison Visitors: People in our care who do not have anyone who is able to visit can

request to have a volunteer prison visitor who will visit and provide support. This service
is offered by the Chaplaincy department.

o Storybook Dads: Prisoners can create a recording of their voice for children and this will
be made into a visual storybook DVD for children to keep and watch as a story.

o VO’s to phone credit: Prisoners who do not use their visiting orders can choose to
convert them into extra pin phone credit to contact their loved ones.

o New Dads: Prisoners who have partners that are pregnant can apply to give their new
baby the gift of a quilt. Project Linus UK is a volunteer organisation and they aim to
provide a sense of security and comfort to sick and traumatised babies, children and
teenagers through the provision of new home made patchwork quilts and knitted
blankets.
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o New Dads: Prisoners who receive a visit from their new born child will be offered the

opportunity to have their picture taken with the child during the visit. This service will be
provided by the Prison.

o ROTLS: HMP Channings Wood is committed to helping our prisoners with resettlement

by offering ROTL (Release On Temporary License). We have a range of positions
available for employment from local companies in the community. All ROTLS are subject
to clearance from The Probation Service and the establishment.

o Care Leavers: Following the Children & Social Work Act 2017 (C&SWA 2017)[1], all

young adults defined as Care Leavers can access a PA up until the age of 25. Support
can consist of:

•
•
•
•
•

Relationships & Keeping Safe
Accommodation
Leisure and Participation
Money, Health and wellbeing
Education, Employment and Training

Awareness posters have been put in the Living Blocks to inform individuals about this and to
contact OMU, their keyworker or the Prison Offender Manager Care Leaver and Young People
Lead for further information. Questionnaires are also given to people under the age of 25 years
old, to help identify those who may not have declared that they are Care Leavers. Individuals who
have already declared that they are Care Leavers, then support will be given to maintain contact
with their allocated Personal Advisor from their local authority whilst in custody.

[1]

This only applies to local authorities in England
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Future Plans

Our commitment to visitors and people in our care in 2022 and beyond
What we said at the beginning of the year and what we have done so
far…..
•

In Spring 2022, In-Cell telephones will be installed, which will transform
family/significant others ties with the people in our care.
 In cell telephones are now live across the establishment.

•

We plan to add a functional email account where families/significant others can email
with any ideas/suggestions to improve the experience of visiting HMP Channings
Wood.
 The email address Family_Strategy@justice.gov.uk is now live giving access to a
brand new newsletter and giving you a chance to ask for ideas on improving visits
and your experience when visiting us.

•

We have recently appointed a Custodial Manager with their sole purpose is to
improve the link between families/significant others and the people in our care.
 A brand new newsletter has been created to give you up to date information on life in
Channings Wood. The Channings Wood Twitter account is in the process of a
revamp with the families champion overseeing the account to get more information
out to the public.

•

We are aiming to put together a friends/family council, where we will regularly meet
with friends and family to discuss up to date improvements and any areas of
concern/improvement. Any feedback from the meetings will be discussed internally
within our family/significant other staffing structure.
 The new Friends and Family Council will start in August 2022.
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•

We are aiming to install large TV screens in the visits centre and visits hall to be able
to keep everyone up to date with important information and any potential actions
from family/significant other council meetings.
 TV’s are now installed in the visits hall and visits centre. These will be going live in
August 2022.

•

We are looking at ways to continue to improve our facilities for children, subject to
funding and security clearance. Any ideas would be welcome.
 New indoor play equipment has been bought for the visits hall. These will be in place
by the end of 2022.

•

We are in the process of conducting a huge prison survey where we will be able to
identify the needs of the people in our care and what we can do to improve their time
at HMP Channings Wood and how to involve their significant others in the journey.
 The survey has been completed and the full document has been published in July
2022. This has allowed us to set targets and goals on improving the journey for the
people in our care.

•

We are looking at holding a number of days where we celebrate the success of the
people in our care. We will invite their families/significant others to the ceremonies
after significant course/qualifications have been achieved to be able to celebrate
success together.
 We held our first success day in June 2022 for our Education department. We are
aiming to hold another 2 events in 2022 for our Industries department and our
Substance Misuse Service.

At Channings Wood we are committed to delivering on the
targets set. We want to involve friends, families and
significant others in as much as we can to support your
loved ones through their journey with us.
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How will we measure our success?
•

By the number of spaces/attendees available for each visit

•

By the statistics collated regarding ethnicity, race and cultural attendance on family events

•

By listening to prisoners and families through regular forums, recording and sharing
comments and feedback

•

By feedback in the family comment book and future functional mailbox

•

By the variety of family, friends and significant others visits offered

•

By collating important data from the people in our care and acting on the information gained
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Staffing Structure
Our staffing structure ensures families and significant others work represents an
operational priority
GOVERNOR

HEAD OF REDUCING
REOFFENDING

REDUCING
REOFFENDING
CUSTODIAL MANAGER

CHOICES

ACTIVITIES
CUSTODIAL
MANAGER

VOLUNTEERS
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ISMS FAMILY
WORKER

ACTIVITIES

Annex A

Equality Analysis
An Equality Analysis starts at the beginning of and is part of project or policy development, consistent with
the approach outlined in AI 14/2016 PSI 20/2016 PI 19/2016. The ‘checklist’ below is a way to capture the
audit trail and provides some reminders of what should be considered, throughout the development of the
project. Equality Analysis is about taking every opportunity to embed equality into the project or policy. This
will improve its quality, partly through identifying and mitigating risks; including the potential for bias,
unconscious or otherwise. By populating the fields below, you can show how you have achieved this.
Name of Policy / Project, Practice or Procedure under development (hereafter called ‘product’)
Family & Significant others Strategy
Brief description of the planned product i
Outline the strategy for the family and significant others strategy
Equality Analysis Lead: The person leading on the product ii
Graham Duncan
Start Date iii
1/1/2022
What are the high level equality objective/s (positive opportunities) associated with your
product? How will you ensure that your project is included to all those affected? What are
the risks, including risk of bias?iv
To ensure all men have fair and equal access to family and significant other provision, support and
guidance. To ensure providers understand and consider the diverse range of complexities of what
might be considered a family or significant other.

First steps: Identify when in the project you will consider, plan and discuss the equality
opportunities associated with your proposed product. v
Key Date
Fair and equal access to facilities
1/1/2022
Challenge the concept of what family and significant others might look
like to all

1/1/2022

Cultural differences within families and significant others

1/1/2022

Fair and equal consideration given to distance and location

1/1/2022

Ensure all internal agencies and providers are aware of the
complexities of men and their families and significant others

1/1/2022

Ensure safeguarding is explained in a procedurally just manner if
required

1/1/2022
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Ongoing record: Key dates when equality was considered and actions taken as a result vi
Context:
Date:
Equal and Fair access to all to family Visits
1/6/2022
Action / Owner:
Graham Duncan
Context:
Ensure access to assistance is available to all eg assisted visits

Date:
1/6/2022
Action / Owner
Graham Duncan

Context:

Date:
Action / Owner:

Context:

Date:
Action / Owner:

Internal sources of information: vii
Family and Significant Others Strategy
Care Leavers Policy
Safeguarding Policy
Safer Custody Policy

External sources of information: viii
Social Services Safeguarding information
CHOICES
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Summarise here the general ways you have embedded equality and inclusion into your
product in order to make sure it is suitable or as relevant as possible. This will include how
you have addressed the potential for bias: ix
The policy refers to all men and puts the responsibility onto all areas to determine how families and
significant others is made accessible to all.
Any provider services are held to account for ensuring accessibility and equality as part of internal quality
assurance practices.

The nine characteristics protected under the Equality Act 2010 are below. Your product may
be relevant to all of them. Use these sections to evidence how you have considered,
promoted or otherwise advanced your product with reference to any of them.
1. Age x
Opportunities available to all, regardless of age
2. Disability
Ensuring all areas are accessible for all residents and visitors, and reasonable adjustments are made where
necessary
3. Gender Reassignment
Opportunities open to all, with adjustments made for any prisoners who self-isolate or identify as
vulnerable, e.g. individual visits
4. Marriage and Civil Partnership
Opportunities to all, with an emphasis on equality and diversity in all areas to challenge discrimination
5. Pregnancy and Maternity
Fair and equal access to areas. Ensure reasonable adjustments are made where necessary and consider
wider options for example with nursing mothers etc
6. Race
Opportunities to all, with an emphasis on equality and diversity in all areas to challenge discrimination
7. Religion or Belief
Opportunities to all, with an emphasis on equality and diversity in all areas to challenge discrimination
8. Six
Opportunities to all, with an emphasis on equality and diversity in all areas to challenge discrimination
9. Sexual Orientation
Opportunities to all, with an emphasis on equality and diversity in all areas to challenge discrimination
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How have you considered the Welsh Language Act 2010 in relation to the product and in
accordance with the NOMS Welsh Language Scheme? xi
Additional materials can be provided in other languages if required
Other points to consider:
Will there be secondary impacts (for example a new process relating to part-time working may be
more relevant to women)? These can be potentially negative or positive impacts.
Language: This may be relevant to the protected characteristics of race (if someone uses English
as an alternative language), or to disability (someone with a learning difficulty or disability may
need a different form of communication). What about the combination of different, intersecting,
protected characteristics?
The Equality Analysis should address all the points outlined above and be a living document that
records how equality has been considered throughout the lifetime of the project. Key dates and
decisions associated with equality should be noted. The document will then serve to show how you
have explicitly developed your product to suit all individuals it will impact on. It will demonstrate
how you adhered to the Public Sector Equality Duty by showing due regard to the need to:
•

Eliminate discrimination, harassment, victimisation and any other conduct prohibited by or
under the Act.

•

Advance equality of opportunity between persons who share a protected characteristic and
those who do not share it

•

Foster good relations between persons who share a relevant protected characteristic and
persons who do not share it.

This is a positive opportunity for NOMS to integrate equality into mainstream thinking to create
high-quality products that deliver business efficiencies for the organisation.

What is the purpose of the piece of work you are doing, how will it deliver better outcomes, what is its basic process?
This should always be the project/policy lead, even if other colleagues do some or most of the work. The policy/project
lead is always responsible for directing and monitoring progress against the Equality Analysis and signing it off.
iii
The start of the Equality Analysis should be the same as the date the project is due to commence.
iv
NOMS is committed to embedding equality in everything we do and ensuring that throughout the life of a project we
think about equality as a trigger for positive changes to be put in place.
For example: In developing a local policy that relates to staff, you will want to consider how it could be developed in a
way that improves the outcomes for our staff group; including providing Reasonable Adjustments for disabilities where
appropriate. In any project we all need to consider equality opportunities from the outset and sometimes budget for this before
commissioning any work. In any product relating to service delivery, we must consider how it will promote more balanced
outcomes for everyone; bearing in mind the diversity of the service users (offenders or others). We should always be careful to
use inclusive language that avoids stereotypes or assumptions. Throughout the project there will be a need to think about the
potential for implicit bias (which can be described as an unintended viewpoint about others based on stereotypes or attitude
that feeds into what we do). Research shows us that bias can cloud our judgement unless we take steps to prevent it.
i

ii
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Identifying the opportunities to advance equality through your project and setting equality objectives from the start will
help you produce a good end product that will deliver better outcomes for you.
v
Regular discussion is an important part of Equality Analysis. Sometimes ad hoc as well as structured discussion via
phone calls or emails can allow the formation and expression of ideas to shape your product development. To capture this, it is
important to consider equality and inclusion all through the project and sometimes beyond. For example, bringing it up in a
routine way in planning meetings, project board meetings, discussions with stakeholders, highlight reports, development of
costing models, budget planning, & progress bulletins. Where a Project Plan is developed it must state at what formal stages
(see below) equality will be explicitly considered.
vi
List the occasions (for example review meetings, highlight reports, submissions, preparing for interim reports, emails)
and what conclusions were drawn or actions identified as a result.
vii
This should list what sources of information you will be using to inform your thinking and planning. Examples are:
Statistical data, surveys, offender feedback, consultation, or any other relevant information.
viii
Outside of NOMS/MoJ, any information about public service trends; knowledge of inequalities within society; best
practice in related fields; and innovations that will help you identify equality opportunities.
ix
The nine Protected Characteristics are Age, Disability, Gender Reassignment, Marriage or Civil Partnership, Pregnancy &
Maternity, Race, Religion or Belief, Sex, and Sexual Orientation. If from the start you develop your work in an inclusive way it is
likely that you will be able to show how it will advance equality for everyone affected, as well as having a specific focus on
individual protected characteristics, where relevant.
Example: You are looking at restructuring Reception Areas. Your starting point might be ‘how do we make the
reception process as inclusive as possible to give a welcoming and positive impression?*’ rather than starting by addressing each
protected characteristic in turn. You may then come to find that when you do turn to each characteristic you have already made
a lot of headway.
*Equality related actions relating to this project might include: Reception staff from a diversity of backgrounds who are
trained to model inclusion, engage with a diverse mix of offenders and adapt their communication style; an Inclusion Statement
that can be easily seen; a TV screen showing Equality Slides/information about equality related events; a touchscreen or poster
giving instructions or welcoming visitors in different languages; visual images that model diversity and show people from
minority groups in positions of authority, a hearing loop symbol, accessible doors and ramps, information about different faith
communities and contacts, a rainbow symbol.
As previously described, the risk of implicit bias and an awareness of how it affects our decision making should always
be recognised and decision making checked against the potential for this.
x
Drawing on your knowledge of the planned product, consider the following in respect of the Protected Characteristics:
Age, Disability, Gender Reassignment, Marriage or Civil Partnership, Pregnancy and Maternity, Race, Religion or Belief, Sex and
Sexual Orientation:
a) How might the product/policy impact on people of different [insert protected characteristic here]?
b) From the start, how within the product/policy design will you take the opportunity to deliver better equality-related
outcomes across the protected characteristics?
c) What stakeholders or other sources of information will be/have been consulted to provide expert advice to inform your
thinking? This would include data, where available, and other types of research or feedback including from groups of
staff and/or offenders (this might include information from offender surveys or the national staff/offender equalities
annual report).
d) How has/how will that feedback (data) improve/d the quality of the product/policy?
e) How does the audit trail show how consideration of the characteristic of [e.g. race, age] has improved your
product/policy quality?
f) What actions have you agreed as a result of considering the relevance of your work across all the protected
characteristics (including any decision to not fully take opportunities to advance equality or to mitigate risks)?
Note the conclusions/actions you have come to and how they have informed your product.
xi
In law, consideration must be given to documents that may be given to Welsh speaking offenders, wherever they may
be located.
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